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Abstract We study the possibility of designing solar radiation management schemes to achieve a desired
meridional radiative forcing (RF) proﬁle using a two-dimensional chemistry-transport-aerosol model.
Varying SO2 or H2SO4 injection latitude, altitude, and season, we compute RF response functions for a broad
range of possible injection schemes, ﬁnding that linear combinations of these injection cases can roughly
achieve RF proﬁles that have been proposed to accomplish various climate objectives. Globally averaged RF
normalized by the sulfur injection rate (the radiative efﬁcacy) is largest for injections at high altitudes, near
the equator, and using emission of H2SO4 vapor into an aircraft wake to produce accumulation-mode
particles. There is a trade-off between radiative efﬁcacy and control as temporal and spatial control is best
achieved with injections at lower altitudes and higher latitudes. These results may inform studies using more
realistic models that couple aerosol microphysics, chemistry, and stratospheric dynamics.

1. Introduction
Climate modiﬁcation by solar geoengineering, or solar radiation management (SRM), is the large-scale intentional manipulation of radiative forcing (RF) to partially and temporarily reduce anthropogenic climate
change (Keith, 2000; National Research Council, 2015). A diverse set of studies have explored climate
response to variations in meridional or seasonal patterns of SRM RF. Deliberate tailoring of the RF pattern
could improve the ability of SRM to achieve speciﬁc climate objectives and might allow the reduction of risks
or side effects (Keith & MacMartin, 2015; Kravitz et al., 2016). Using a two-dimensional (2-D) chemistrytransport model (CTM) with an aerosol module, we inject SO2 or accumulation-mode particles at different
latitudes, altitudes, and seasons, and then explore the ability to achieve a speciﬁc meridional RF proﬁle
(“controllability”) with linear combinations of these basic scenarios to provide guidance for further experiments with 3-D high-resolution dynamical models.
Many studies on the controllability of SRM schemes have focused on modeling with theoretical top-ofatmosphere RF adjustments. Using meridional and seasonal alterations of top-of-atmosphere RF,
MacMartin et al. (2012) showed that regional variations in residual climate change could be reduced, and
Kravitz et al. (2016) showed that climate uncertainties could be mitigated through dynamic adjustment of
SRM schemes with feedback control. Other studies addressed polar regions, ﬁnding, for example, that
high-latitude RF could be effective in preserving the Greenland ice sheet (Caldeira & Wood, 2008).
Modeling of polar RF reduction showed enhanced cooling at high latitude compared with effects at lower
latitude (MacCracken et al., 2013). Regional dimming experiments near the poles revealed that appropriately
designed regional solar radiation reduction was needed to preserve arctic sea ice and control northward heat
transport (MacMartin et al., 2012; Tilmes et al., 2014).
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Most research on speciﬁc SRM implementations has focused on increasing the stratospheric sulfate aerosol
burden, in part because it is (arguably) the only SRM method with a strong natural analog that can produce
relatively uniform global RF of several Wm2 using existing technologies (National Research Council, 2015). A
few studies have varied SO2 injections or sulfate loading choosing speciﬁc meridional or seasonal variations
(Ban-Weiss & Caldeira, 2010; Haywood et al., 2013; Jackson et al., 2015; Laakso et al., 2017; Niemeier, Schmidt,
& Timmreck, 2011; Robock et al., 2008; Tilmes et al., 2017). An early study demonstrated that injection of SO2
into arctic or equatorial regions resulted in RF changes that extended beyond the regions of injection,
causing temperature decrease as well as changes in general circulation pattern and the hydrological cycle
(Robock et al., 2008). SO2 injection above Svalbard with injection amount adjusted annually based on a
model predictive control algorithm was shown to preserve the arctic sea ice (Jackson et al., 2015), and SO2
1
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injection into the stratosphere of either the entire northern or southern hemisphere was shown to cause different impacts on Sahel vegetation (Haywood et al., 2013). Other studies explored global impacts, ﬁnding, for
example, that speciﬁed poleward-peaked aerosol loading was necessary to achieve a climate more similar to
the preindustrial one (Ban-Weiss & Caldeira, 2010). Exploration of SO2 injections into various meridional,
zonal, and altitudinal bands found that RF efﬁcacy (RF per unit injection rate) could be increased by decreasing injection rate, limiting the zonal and meridional extents of the injection band, and increasing the injection
altitude (Heckendorn et al., 2009; Niemeier & Timmreck, 2015), but these studies did not try to achieve speciﬁc control of RF spatial proﬁles consistent with those used in studies described in the preceding paragraph.
Recent WACCM studies did address this issue, albeit with injections at a limited number of locations (Kravitz
et al., 2017; MacMartin et al., 2017; Tilmes et al., 2017).
The uncertainty in predicting RF for a given SO2 injection scenario is highlighted by results from the
Geoengineering Model Intercomparison Project (GeoMIP). Kashimura et al. (2017) found substantial intermodel disagreement when they examined results from the GeoMIP G4 simulations, which specify a 5 Mt yr1
SO2 injection, ﬁnding that the globally and temporally averaged forcing varied widely from about 3.6 to
1.6 Wm2 for the six models studied. Large intermodel disagreement in aerosol optical depth also existed
due to differences in model transport and different aerosol size distributions (Pitari et al., 2014). It is possible
that intramodel disagreement would be reduced using state-of-the-art 3-D high-resolution dynamical models. Such models are, however, computationally expensive, so that it is not practical to simulate the wide
range of injection scenarios relevant to assessing the controllability of RF.
The injection of H2SO4 vapor into an aircraft wake was proposed by Pierce et al. (2010) to avoid inefﬁciently
large particles produced by SO2 injection. Pierce et al. used a plume model to account for the rapid nucleation
and coagulation of aerosol particles in an expanding aircraft plume, ﬁnding that this method could keep the
global aerosol size distribution closer to optimal, reducing the ﬂux of sulfur required for a given RF and producing a more linear response of RF to injection ﬂux. English et al. (2012) modeled injection of H2SO4 evenly
mixed over a GCM grid box and found no beneﬁt over SO2 injection, a result that does not contradict Pierce
et al. (2010) because the production of new appropriately sized accumulation-mode particles depends on the
rapid formation of new aerosols in the high-concentration conditions of an expanding plume. Benduhn et al.
(2016) modeled possible stratospheric aircraft injection conditions and conﬁrmed that conditions used by
Pierce et al. (2010) could produce a radiatively effective aerosol size distribution. Yet no studies have tested
the Pierce et al. H2SO4 scheme in a GCM. For convenience, we will hereafter refer to injection of
accumulation-mode particles that might be produced by injecting H2SO4 into an aircraft wake simply as
“accumulation mode sulfate (AM-H2SO4)” injection.
The controllability of SRM RF using injections of either SO2 or AM-H2SO4 is therefore a vital but inadequately understood link between studies of the climate’s response to speciﬁed changes in RF and understanding of stratospheric aerosol evolution based on observations and models. Despite the importance of
this link, there are no systematic parametric studies of the controllability of RF using sulfate aerosol including in the recent Whole Atmosphere Community Climate Model (WACCM) study (Tilmes et al., 2017). We
suspect that this is, in part, because GCMs with comprehensive treatments of aerosols and chemistry are
computationally expensive.
We choose to use a 2-D CTM with treatment of sulfate chemistry and aerosol microphysics. Its computational efﬁciency allows us to systematically explore the injection parameter space, mapping the model
response function in latitudinal, altitudinal, and seasonal dimensions. Our intent is to (a) provide a ﬁrst systematic estimate of the controllability of RF through SO2 injections, (b) explore AM-H2SO4 injection to avoid
the approximate 30 day chemical conversion time of SO2 into H2SO4 to achieve ﬁner temporal and spatial
control in RF management, and (c) provide guidance for future modeling efforts using 3-D high-resolution
dynamical models. Our goal is not to prescribe the “right” answer but to provide guidance to future 3-D
numerical experiments.
The range of desirable RF objectives could include achieving globally uniform RF, balancing hemispherical RF
to minimize movement of the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) and adjust the precipitation centroid,
creating more RF reductions around the polar or tropical regions, and creating peak RF during polar summers
to maximize the ice-albedo response and preserve sea ice with minimal total RF (Kravitz et al., 2016). Our goal
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is not to address the appropriate goal of RF manipulation, but rather to understand the feasibility and limits
to RF control.

2. Methods
We use the Atmospheric and Environmental Research (AER) 2-D CTM (Weisenstein et al., 1997, 2004, 2007)
simpliﬁed to include only chemistries that contribute to sulfate formation, employing O3 and OH concentrations from previous model calculations. The model uses a sectional representation of the sulfate particle size
distribution, with 40 logarithmically-spaced bins from 0.4 nm to 3.2 μm. Microphysical processes including
homogeneous nucleation, coagulation, and condensation/evaporation are included in the model, as well
as sedimentation and wet deposition. The model has a global domain with 19 latitudinal and 51 altitudinal
bins ranging from pole to pole and from the surface to 60 km, with resolution of ~9.5° latitude and
~1.2 km in the vertical. The transport and temperature ﬁelds (Fleming et al., 1999) are prescribed based on
a climatology from 1978 to 2004 and employ a monthly varying temperature distribution to account for
differences from the zonal and monthly means.
We simulate continuous and spatially homogeneous injections of SO2 or AM-H2SO4 in each of the 19 latitudinal bins and 4 vertical layers (10–14 km, 14–17.5 km, 17.5–21 km, and 21–24 km). Only bins completely
above the tropopause were chosen (62 total injection cases modeled). The injection ﬂux varied with latitude
to achieve a constant ﬂux per unit surface area equivalent to 1 Mt-S yr1/4πRearth2, chosen so that coagulation rates would not depend strongly on latitude. Injections into single latitudinal bands were less than
0.1 Mt-S yr1 in all cases to study the response at the limit of reduced nonlinearity. We then explored linearity
with a set of simulation at the highest and lowest altitudes with higher injection rates (1, 2.5, 5, and
10 Mt-S yr1) at the equator, 66°N and 66°S. The AM-H2SO4 injection methodology follows that in Pierce et al.
(2010). Sulfur was injected as hydrated sulfate particles with a dry mode radius of 0.095 μm and lognormal
distribution width σ = 1.5 (the result of plume processing of H2SO4 gas following injection by aircraft). The
model was run for about 10 years in each case to closely approximate steady state.
Instantaneous radiative forcing at the top of atmosphere was computed using Mie theory and published
refractive index data for 1,400 spectral channels with the method of Charlson et al. (1991). The diurnal solar
illumination geometry for each model time step and latitudinal bin are used with monthly zonal observations
of surface albedo, all-sky albedo, and cloud fraction (Doelling, 2017) to calculate the hemispherically
integrated reﬂected radiation.

3. Results
3.1. RF Distribution
Figure 1 summarizes the annually averaged RF efﬁcacy for each SO2 injection altitude. Injections at higher
altitudes result in higher steady state RF. This is mainly due to longer stratospheric residence time of aerosols before they reach the troposphere where removal by cloud scavenging and wet deposition become
efﬁcient. The distribution of RF is similar for all injection altitudes, with the highest RF values near the
injection latitude for injections near the equator (~±15°), whereas the RF peaks shift poleward relative to
injection latitude for extratropical injections. The peaks in the tropics are caused by injections into the
upward branch of the Brewer-Dobson circulation and by weak meridional transport caused by the tropical
pipe isolation (Plumb, 1996). The poleward shift of RF peaks for midlatitude injection results from poleward
Brewer-Dobson transport combined with delay between SO2 injection and aerosol formation. This shift is
complicated for injection at higher latitudes because of low solar insolation closer to the pole. RF efﬁcacies
for injections in the southern hemisphere are lower than those in the northern hemisphere due to a stronger polar vortex that enhances downwelling deposition. Injecting AM-H2SO4 results in similar RF distribution patterns (see Figure S1 in the supporting information). However, higher RF values are obtained with
the same sulfur injection rate due to the smaller aerosol size distribution and slower sedimentation speed
of aerosols produced from AM-H2SO4 injection. In addition, RF peaks occur much closer to their latitudes of
injection because there is no delay in forming aerosol and show deviations mostly because of the latitudinally varying solar insolation. These differences are consistent with the results in Pierce et al. (2010) and
English et al. (2012).
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Figure 1. Annually averaged RF efﬁcacies for SO2 injections at various latitudes as a function of latitude. For every injection
latitude on the ordinate, the RF efﬁcacies at corresponding latitudes on the abscissa are represented on the contour
plot. Text on each plot represents the injection height. RF values were normalized by injection rates. The dashed black
lines on each subplot are added to guide the eye in locating RF peak latitude relative to SO2 injection latitude.
(a and b) Latitudinal bands below the tropopause where no modeling of injection was performed are shown in white.
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Figure 2. Globally averaged (a) RF efﬁcacies and (b) RF resulting from SO2 (black) and AM-H2SO4 (red) injections. Text
represents altitudinal band of injection. The interpolation lines are broken for injections at 10–14 km and 14–17.5 km
because no simulations are performed for these low latitude cases.
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Figure 3. RF distribution from seasonal injections (30 days per year) at the latitudinal band centered at 66.3°N with an
1
injection rate of 0.0028 Mt-S yr . Text represents altitudinal band and month of the injection. The black boxes mark
the time and latitude of injection.

Globally and annually averaged RF efﬁcacy and corresponding calculated RF are shown in Figure 2.
Injections at higher altitudes and tropical latitudes produce the highest RF efﬁcacy. AM-H2SO4 injections
result in greater RF efﬁcacy than SO2 injections. Microphysical evolution inﬂuenced by aerosol injection
strategy and injection location affects RF efﬁcacies. Sulfate aerosols that are 0.3 μm in radius scatter more
effectively than ones in the nucleation mode or larger than 0.5 μm (Dykema et al., 2016). Due to the inefﬁcient meridional transport, particles are more conﬁned in the tropical region, giving them time to grow by
coagulation and condensation to sizes that scatter light more efﬁciently for SO2 injections. Injection of SO2 is
more likely to produce both particles too small (by nucleation) and too large (by coagulation and condensation onto background particles) for efﬁcient scattering, while injection of AM-H2SO4, which we model as
injection of particles with mode radius 0.095 μm, produces more particles near 0.3 μm (see Pierce et al.,
2010, Figure 3).
It should be emphasized that the RF efﬁcacies in this section were derived from small RF values (Figure 2b) as
we are interested in ﬁrst-order responses at small injection rates. These values would decrease signiﬁcantly at
high injections rates. For example, equatorial 5 Mt-S yr1 SO2 injection at 21–24.5 km results in 0.72 Wm2/
Mt-S yr1, roughly 20% of the radiative efﬁcacy shown in Figure 2a. Such efﬁcacies are comparable to recent
WACCM results (Kravitz et al., 2017), and within the range of GCM results in literature (Pitari et al., 2014).
Section 3.3 includes more discussion of expected nonlinearity.
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Right singular vector

Figure 4. (a–i) Results from singular value decomposition of the RF efﬁcacy matrix showing the ﬁrst ﬁve singular vectors for
results from SO2 injections. Figures 4a, 4c, 4e, 4g, and 4i are the corresponding singular values. The nth singular value
corresponds to n  1 latitudinal nodes on the nth left singular vector.

3.2. Results From Seasonal Injections
We explore temporal control using a few idealized seasonal injection experiments. One motivating scenario is
the possibility of concentrating the SRM perturbation during polar summer to preserve the arctic sea ice
while minimizing the global perturbation (MacCracken et al., 2013; MacMartin et al., 2012).
Figure 3 illustrates results from injection scenarios at 66.3°N and two different altitudes for 1 month per year,
in June or December. Higher injection altitude produces higher RF for both SO2 and AM-H2SO4 due to longer
aerosol residence time while also allowing the plume more time to spread, resulting in a less spatially and
temporally conﬁned distribution. SO2 injections in winter produce peak RF distributions in spring due to minimal SO2 oxidation and low solar insolation in the polar winter. In contrast with AM-H2SO4 injections, the differences between seasonal and spatial oxidation rates play little role in plume formation. Therefore, RF peaks
occur closer to the point of injection both spatially and temporally except when the solar insolation is low
(polar winter). Thus, better temporal and spatial control is achieved.
3.3. Fitting of Injections to Achieve Speciﬁed RF Proﬁles
We explore the possibility of generating speciﬁed RF proﬁles with linear combinations of injection cases. We
use a least-square ﬁtting process constraining injection rates to be positive. The model results act as an
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Figure 5. (a–i) Least square ﬁtting results for various possibly desirable global RF proﬁles that achieve globally averaged RF
2
of 1.5 W/m . The dashed lines represent the desired proﬁles, and the solid lines represent the best ﬁt by scaling RF
distribution results from injections with SO2 at a single latitudinal and altitudinal band. The subplots in the second column
1
(Figures 5b, 5d, 5f, 5h, and 5j) represent injection rates (in Mt-S yr ) for injections at a latitudinal and altitudinal band
to achieve the best ﬁt RF distribution. Bands where no modeling was performed are represented by white squares. Total
1
injection rates to achieve the proﬁles in Figures 5a, 5c, 5e, 5g, and 5i are 1.51, 1.37, 1.65, 1.93, and 1.08 Mt-S yr .

operator that maps from linear combination coefﬁcients to RF proﬁles. After diagonalization through singular
value decomposition (SVD), this operator can be expressed as
X
O¼
jj; Uiσ j h j; Vj
(1)
j
where O is a matrix whose column vectors are annually averaged RF efﬁcacies at the 19 latitudinal bands used
in the model. It maps from the “injection rate space” (V) to the “zonally averaged RF value space” (U). (Note
that left singular vectors were not weighted by zonal areas, as we did not want to discount the importance
of achieving polar RF targets.) h j, V | and | j, Ui are singular vectors in the respective spaces, and σ j is the corresponding singular value. | j, Uih j, V | then represents a rank-one approximation of O, whose weight scales
with σ j. | j, Ui and σ1j jj; Vi are the associated RF pattern and the injection rates needed from individual cases
to achieve this pattern. Since h j, V | and | j, Ui are unit vectors, large σ j represents high root-mean-square
(RMS) efﬁcacy (RMS RF/RMS injection rates) in achieving | j, Ui. The SVD results for SO2 injection are shown in
Figure 4. The AM-H2SO4 injection cases show similar patterns (see Figure S2). The ﬁrst singular vector | 1, Ui
(Figure 4a) shows an upward trend to the north, consistent with our discussion of the north/south comparison in section 3.1. The second singular value is relatively large, signifying relative ease of generating hemispherical contrasts, while higher singular values are substantially smaller, signifying the difﬁculty of
generating higher order variations such as polar peak and equatorial minima or the converse.
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We tested linearity by comparing direct calculations with predicted distributions assuming linear additivity of
RF (see Figure S3). The RF response to both SO2 and AM-H2SO4 injection is more linear for injections at high
latitude and low altitude due to the shorter sulfur lifetime here compared to tropical and high altitude injections, which minimizes coagulation into large particles that have lower radiative efﬁcacy and faster sedimentation rate. AM-H2SO4 injection results in better linearity in general. This effect is especially apparent
comparing the equatorial high-altitude injection cases (Figure S3b). The low RF efﬁcacies for injections below
the tropopause (Figure S3a) also highlight the drawbacks of tropospheric injection schemes that might
achieve precise spatial control (Bernstein et al., 2013). The RFs from SO2 injections at several different locations are close to the linear combination of the individual RFs (Figures S3c and S3d).
Our study shows that injection schemes can be linearly combined to achieve a speciﬁc RF objective especially
for small magnitude injections outside of the equatorial region consistent with results from MacMartin et al.
(2017). This complements previous studies that assessed tuning of prescribed RF proﬁles to achieve speciﬁc
climate objectives (Kravitz et al., 2016; Kravitz et al., 2017; MacMartin et al., 2012), suggesting that RF adjustments required in such tuning can indeed be achieved with sulfur injections.
Figure 5 shows results from least-square ﬁtting to desirable proﬁles commonly mentioned in literature
using SO2 injections (Ban-Weiss & Caldeira, 2010; Kravitz et al., 2016; Kravitz et al., 2017; MacMartin et al.,
2012). We achieved reasonable ﬁts to target proﬁles. Fits using AM-H2SO4 injection show similar patterns
(see Figure S4). These results are consistent with the SVD analysis, as prominent features from the ﬁrst and
second singular vectors can be seen in all ﬁtting results. Due to low solar insolation in polar regions, large
injection rates are required to achieve target RF at the poles. If latitudinal-dependent RF (including polar
RF) targets are not essential, errors in the least-square ﬁtting can be weighted by area at each latitudinal
bin. Results with this weighting are shown in Figures S5 and S6.
These results are ﬁrst-order approximations without correction for deviations from linearity. However, since
injection rates required are generally low (<0.2 Mt-S yr1) except at the poles, we expect small deviations
from the proﬁles except in polar regions. They provide strong evidence regarding the relative difﬁculty of
achieving various proﬁles and a starting point for studies using more computationally expensive models.

4. Discussion and Conclusions
The challenge of adjusting SO2 injection to achieve some climate objective is being tackled by a group using
the WACCM high-resolution GCM with a modal aerosol scheme combined with dynamic adjustment of SO2
injection to demonstrate that feedback can improve control of surface temperature (Kravitz et al., 2017). This
result is a major step forward but would be computational challenging for broad parametric explorations
such as in this paper.
We suspect that it may be more effective to separate feedback control of RF and climate because they operate on very different timescales. Control of SRM might be approached by adjusting aerosol injection using
observations and feedback to “close the loop” and produce an actual aerosol RF distribution that is close
to some target (MacMartin et al., 2014). Rather than using surface temperature as a feedback objective as
in the WACCM studies, a target RF distribution could be the feedback objective, with that RF target then
adjusted much more slowly based on climate response or other factors.
Here we take a complementary approach to systematically explore the RF response to injection of both SO2
and AM-H2SO4 as a function of latitude, altitude, and season. Unlike the WACCM effort, we use a sectional
aerosol scheme for accurate simulation of the evolution of aerosol size distributions. We also explore the
use of AM-H2SO4 injection to improve the control of particle size. Our 2-D CTM cannot capture dynamical
feedback to radiative forcing or zonal variability. However, calibration results suggest that the AER 2-D model
provides accurate representation of the response to volcanic injections. Therefore, it is appropriate for a parametric exploration of injection schemes.
Our results demonstrate a clear trade-off between spatial control and RF efﬁcacy. As injection altitudes move
from stratosphere to troposphere, spatial control at small scales may be possible but at the cost of extremely
low efﬁcacy (Bernstein et al., 2013). This trade-off has important consequences for human health and the
environment, as sulfate aerosols in the boundary layer pose acute health risks and acidic precipitation causes
environmental harm. In considering the consequences of low-altitude injections, we note that in 2010,
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emission of 50 Mt-S yr1 was likely responsible for more than a million premature deaths per year (Cohen
et al., 2017; Crippa et al., 2016).
This study is among the ﬁrst to show the potential of achieving desirable RF proﬁles including an equatorial
minimum and linear meridional gradients of either sign. These results are particularly relevant as an equatorial minimum is useful in offsetting the tendency to overcool the equator, which is a common feature of the
response to uniform RF (Govindasamy & Caldeira, 2000; Irvine et al., 2016), and the linear gradient is useful in
balancing hemispheric forcing to maintain the location of the ITCZ (Kravitz et al., 2016). Our optimization
failed to produce a strong equatorial maximum in RF, but this scenario has less practical relevance. We ﬁnd
that linear combinations of injection cases at different latitudes provide a good estimate of the imperfectly
linear RF response. Results from AM-H2SO4 injections show better linearity when scaling up injection rates
than those from SO2 injections. These results provide a clear basis for experiments with 3-D GCMs and more
realistic injection schemes to quantify the possibility of achieving speciﬁc RF proﬁles using feedback control
while minimizing environmental side effects of sulfur injection.
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